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colossal contribution to sci
ence. However, I knew that
there had to be much evi
dence since Darwin's time
that either strengthened or
weakened his theory.
(Continued on page 3)
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For centuries, film makers
have

toyed

with

"genetic selection.

the

idea of
However,

"

being able to customize a su
preme race of more attractive
people with more genetic immu
nities to diseases is very close to
'

.

no longer being categorized as

GATTACA once

science fiction.

took us into the world of valids
and

The

invalids.

audience

watched, sho v e l ing down pop
corn,

as the hu m an race

came

divided

and

be

hostilities

emerged between the normal
human

births

and

those

who

(Continued on page 4)

How do Oxygen and Helium react when
placed together in the same container? What do
Newton's Laws of Gravity stat.e? What is a red giant?
Kids say the darndest things. When I asked
these questions to an elementary school class, I ex
pected blank stares and stammers. However, when I
asked these questions to college students and
adults, I was shocked to find gaping mouths and dull
expressions. Some of these questions-are Jess appli
cable than others, but I had somehow expected
someone to know the answers. When I asked a
question much more widely answered and dis
cussed
how did the universe come to be? some incredibly self-satisfied people responded, ''The
big bang."
When I asked them to further specify, they
stared blankly once more. They knew nothing about
the most widely scientifically acknowledged theory
(Continued 011 page 5)
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When Will It Be Enough
by Deme s s a J a c k s o n
When will it be enough? Has sci
ence gone too far? Science has come up

$332. Some cars now have navigational
ies show that this type of content may lead
to aggressive behavior, yet we still let the

with devices such as flat screen televisions, children sit there for

3, 4, and sometimes

systems that come with the package, or
you can purchase it separately. Why
can't we just look at a map? Would it

global positioning systems (GPS), personal more hours a day. Some of you have no

really be too much trouble? Is all this

digital assistants (PDA), cable and satellite

idea that your children may be watching

equipment worth the extra expense? I

television and cell phones, just to name a

smut ... you would if perhaps you were in

guess it's easier to listen to someone else

few. Technology has taken the place of

the same room with the child.

brain power and the family unit. Before
the 1990's we had to figure out math prob
lems by

actually putting pencil to paper.

Nowadays, schools require calculators

tell you when to

As if that isn't enough, when

turn right instead of

mapping it out yourself. Speaking of

technology advances, so does the televi

cars, technology has now come up with a

sion. They now have flat screen, plasma

way for cars to park on their own. You

televisions, surround sound, high density,

heard me correctly. You can .now press a

and LOTS of channels to watch. Some of
the lowest of grades. I'm sorry,
rd us grew up with only channels 2, 5, 7, 9
but I don't re c all owning a calculator in 3
grade. Suffice it to say, that was more than 11, 26, 32, 44, 50, and 66. There are now
more than 300 channels to choose from.
thirty years ago, but has 12 x 2 changed?
even in

few buttons, release the stirring wheel,
and the car will parallel park for you.
Dare I ask, "What will they think of
next?"
Technology has made us lazy

Do you really need a calculator for that?

Why do we need so many channels? Can

Would it really hurt to sit there for a sec

we not find other constructive ways to en

and somewhat incapable of thinking on

ond longer and think of the answer without

tertain ourselves? Can television, com

running to the calculator first?

our own. What do we use our brain for

puter and video games be a factor as to

today? Just about nothing: technology

why society as a whole is out of shape and

does the thinking for us. We pretty much

overweight, or why science education in

just use our brain to help us hit the right

America has slipped considerably, as my

button, or soak up unneeded informa

honorable colleague Kelsey Bartsch re

tion-what a waste. Don't get me

ports on p. 1 and p.

5 of this issue of The

Challenger?
What happened to families sitting

Technology has gone from being

us e d as entertainment to being used as a

e vent.

family affair and not an all-day

In this day and age, children come

home from school, and instead of doing
homework first,

televisi on

.

the y head straight to the

Some parents don't protest be

keeps the kids busy and
from them. So instead of parents

tivities, be smarter, more confident,

together. Today families don't eat at the

spend more time with our family, and

dining room table together. You may have

have an overall positive purpose for life.

one child on the computer, one watching

For some, this new technology has be

television, and one playing video games.

come somewhat of a god - a necessity.

This is another example of the family unit

Technology has its place; but when you

becoming non existent.

use technology to the extent that your

And how did we ever get by with
ately known as the PDA? These devices
first appeared on the market in

1992, and I

will agree that these handheld devices have
many uses: address book, clock, games,
internet and e-mail capability, recorder,

cause at le as t it

GPS, and the list go on and on. But again,

away

we depend on these features to the extent

sitting down with their children, talking

that we cannot retain this knowledge

about how their day went or seeing if their

within our own brain. There was a time

children may have

a

problem, they turn on

that we were able to do that and still func

the TV. Wh at happened to the family unit? tion efficiently (well, at least some of us).
Television has now become the teacher.
Most children

"

We now have cars with keyless

learn more from television remote entry and electronic keys. What
"

than they do from their own parents. Are

was the problem with sticking a key in the

the shows they watch educational - I

hole? It only takes a couple of seconds. If

think not. T e le vi s ions shows portray an

you needed another key you could just go

abundance of

violence, drµg abuse, gang

we would indulge in more physical ac

together playing board games and eating

distraction. Tele visi o n, for instance, was at out a personal digital assistant, affection
one time a

wrong, technology can be useful, but
maybe if technology wasn't so advanced,

to your local hardware store to have it re

acti vit y sexual content, and the sort. Stud- placed and it would only cost a few dollars.
,

An electronic key costs between

$152 and

brain, health, and the family unit become
obsolete, it becomes a dangerous thing.

eel.,
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(Co11ti1111cdji"0111 page I)
For instance Stanley Miller
,

looked like billions of years ago, and any

Molecular and Cell Biology from the

tests done to explain the origin of life natu

University of California at Berkeley. As

proved that the ori gin of life can be ex

ralistically have failed. Jonathan Wells of

he began to compare actual photos of

plained through naturalistic means by

the Discovery Institute said that "the gap

embryos while doing graduate work, he

creating an artificial atmosphere similar

between nonliving chemicals and even the

was stunned to discover that the photo

to the primitive earth and shooting elec

most primitive living organism is abso

graphs of the embryos did not match

trical sparks thrnugh it, stimulating light lutely tremendous. Frankly, the idea that

those ofHaeckel's. Upon doing further

ning to produce amino acids, which are

we're on the verge of explaining the origin

research onHaeckel's embryos, Wells

known to be the bu ilding blocks of life.

of life naturalistically is just silly". Natu

discovered thatHaeckel's embryos were
misleading and faked by simplifying

Ernst Haeckel's research on embryos showed that embryos of a

the embryos to make them look

fish, tortoise, hog, calf, rabbit, and

more similar. Even his colleagues

hum an were indistinguishable in

accused him of fraud in the late

their early stages and thus sup

1860's. Even evolutionist Stephen

ported Darwin's claim that there

Jay Gould ofHarvard claimed that

was universal common ancestry

this was nothing new and that ex

among species. The

perts dismissHaeckel's sketches of

archaeop

te1yx. a famous fossil, was the

embryos in their early stages. It is

missing link that showed a rela

also known that Ernst Haeckel used

tionship between reptiles and

examples that were very similar to

modern birds and supported Dar

each other and dismissed those that

win's tree of life. Charles Dar

did not support his theory.

win's revolutionary theory was

Haeckel's embryos came from only

anything but radical. His remark

a few vertebrate classes. He also

able theory had all the evidence

chose four mammals that were all

needed to stamp it as a fact. The

Fish

examples I've listed above remain

Salamander Tortoise

Chick

Hog

Calf Rabbit

placental mammals. He did not deHuman

cide to show different kinds of
mammals that tum out to have dif

some of the most famous models
used as evidence for Darwinism;
however, every one of them has

a

•Notice the similarities in the top embryo sketches •

flaw.

Stanley Miller's 1953 experi
ment produced amino acids, the building
blocks of life. The atmosphere that
Miller used was of course a huge factor

in the results of his experiment. Miller
chose to use a hydrog en-rich mixture of
ammonia, methane, and water vapor,
which is what many scientists in the

1950's believed the atmosphere looked
like. Scientists don't believe that today.
By the late 201h century many scientists
abandoned Miller's theory of the early
atmosphere and claimed that he used the
wrong gas mixture. In 1995,

Science

magazine said that experts dismiss
Miller's experiment because "the early
atmosphere looked nothing like the
Miller-Urey simu lation.

"

It is believed

that the actual atmosphere was probably
not rich in hydrogen since hydrogen
would have escaped into space. No one

is sure what the actual atrno�phere

ralistic processes have failed to explain
how non:living chemicals could self
assemble into life, especially into the first
living cell. All we know is that Stanley
Miller's experiment has limited validity
and does not support Darwinism to any
considerable extent.
So maybe life could have not
originated through naturalistic means, but
macroevolution is supported by so much
evidence, such as ErnstHaeckel's em

ferent embryo designs. Haeckel simply
cherry picked his examples so that the
embryos would look extremely similar
and then simplified them so that they
would look almost identical.
When

On the Origin of Species

was published, Darwin said that the most
obvious objection to his theory was that
the fossil record failed to support evolu
tion. The fossil record provided a chal
lenge to Darwin's theory, but then came
the

archaeopteryx.

It was the missing

link between reptiles and modem birds

bryos. Homology in early stages of the em that was strong evidence towards Dar
bryos of a vast variety of animals surely
win's theory. When the archaeopteryx

was evidence of universal common ances
try. Common ancestry could certainly be

was discovered, it was believed that the
fossil filled the gap between reptiles and

true at the species level, but could it be true birds because it was believed that the

in higher levels? Haeckel's embryos gave

us the evidence towards common ancestry

archaeopteryx was half-bird, half-reptile.

at high levels; however, just like Stanley
Miller's experiment, there were things
wrong with what ErnstHaeckel was claim
ing. Jonathan Wells received a PhD, in

(Continued on page 6)
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The Future

of Genetics- Build
a baby

(Continuedfrom page 1)
were more. fit and privileged be
cause of their DNA.
Genetic engineering is al
ready being carried out success
fully on non-human animals. "The
gene

which

makes jellyfish fluo

resce has been inserted into mice
embryos, resulting in glow-in-the
dark rodents." says the BBC NEWS.
"Other mice have had their mus
cle-mass bettered, or been made
to be more faithful to their partners,
through the introduction of a gene
into their standard genetic make
up.

But these scientists predict the

amazing breakthroughs in geneti
cally engineering lab

mice and

farm critters will eventually be ap
plied to the animals at the top of
the food chain," says Daniel Q.
Haney. Haney adds that "scientists
already

recognize

some

of

the

combinations of genes that help
people defend against some ma
jor illnesses. So, one objective of
human germline engineering could
be to help the genetically less for
tunate share these built-in health
advantages."
It is not long before experi
mentation on humans is going to

I

fertilized

embryo,
elimin a t e
'undesirable' characteristics - or and salute science and scientific
researchers! I only wish to think
both," says the BBC NEWS.
differences aloud about the possible conse
combine together and contribute quences - on our bodies and our
to our personalities. What if an- spirits - of the ability to build a
Quirks

and

noyingness were to disappear? baby.
Are we certain that this would be

homosexuality were plucked out Island, and GATTACA have given
of the genes at birth? Where us a peek into the reality of what is

would we locate diversity among to come... how will you react
when science fiction becomes a
personalities?
While cancer,

HIV,

and chilling reality?

AIDS are terrible, I think that scien
tists are acting "American."

They

want their citizens to once again
be the chosen people, an exam
ple on their particular hill for the
entire

world

to marvel

r

at. ..but

without suffering and pain and
unfortunate diseases would the
world be able to appreciate happiness and well-being as much?
If

a

person

were

genetically �

-"--·

"programmed" to be resistant to
HIV and AIDS, is it possible that for
some, this could be a green light
to sexual promiscuity? Don't get
me wrong: I support the eradication of HIV and AIDS. I support

science get closer to being able to
engineer a supreme race one has
to wonder is this good for the hu
man race or not?
The plus sides are our chil
dren could be engineered to be
born with out the possibility of heart
or

or

diabetes

down

syndrome ... but are we scientifically
enhancing ourselves or finally finish
ing Hitler's work?
"In the

Brave

New World

predicted by Horizon, scientists will
do more than screen for disease
free embryos. They will be able to
add

characteristics.

to

a

newly-

This ability will be upon us

altogether a good thing? What if in the not-so distant future and is a
music were no longer a talent a real threat to the individuality and
child had to work at? What if s·ar- appreciation of the simplicities in
casm, affectionate males, and life. Movies like The Prestige, The

be carried out. As technology and

disease

�
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The Education Problem
(Co111i1111ed from page I)
involving a giant revolving disc. Certainly
I'm oversimplifying, but I don't think I can
get any more technical when all people
can come up with is "The big bang."
It is true that many people an
swered with a biblical perspective, citing
that God created the universe in seven
days and so forth. I, however, believe
that sometimes these responses come
more from a lack of scientific knowledge
than a complete belief in faith.
Let's face it - science is failing
us! Or, rather, science education is fail

ing us.
For the last few years, science
education has tanked, making profession
als take notice. In October of 2005 a
panel of renowned scientists and e uca
tors appointed by the National Academy
of Sciences warned that "the U.S. would

d

lose important jobs and industries to for
eign competition if it did not improve its
competitiveness in scientific fields
through better education and more fund
ing for basic research" ("Panel"). The
same group also stated that "intense
competition from countries such as India
and China, which turn out several hun
dred thousand engineers each year,
threaten to draw jobs abroad in industries
like computer design and pharmaceuti
cals."
With this kind of fierce foreign
competition, Americans should be arming
themselves with science knowledge. On
the contrary, science classes have annu
ally lower enrollment rates and test
scores. In May of this year, the Educa
tion Department reported in "Science Test
Scores Disappoint" that "54% of 12th
graders reached 'basic' proficiency or bet

This focus has "required too much test
preparation time at the expense of sci
ence education" ("Science Test").
Other arguments cite sexual

United States, so far advanced during
the space race, has fallen too far behind to
pick itself back up again. We may have
crossed the point of no return.

biases from teachers. It's hard to argue
when, according to the Computing Re
search Association, "only 17 percent of
undergraduate computer-science de
grees were awarded to women in 2004,
down from 19 percent in
2000" (Carlson). A recent study insists
that these biases are environmental not
'

biological, as a Harvard University's

Former President Lawrence Summers
suggested in 2005 ("Bias").
Finally, others contend that the
United States' declining quality of sci
ence education is due to the new restric
tions allowing foreign students into
American universities. These bright stu
dents are staying in their home coun
tries, causing American numbers to fall
behind. According to James Glassman '

"The majority of recipients of doctoral

degrees in mathematics, computer sci

Works Cited
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ence, and engineering at American uni
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Oddly, then, somehow eliminating for
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down from 57% in 1996." In just ten
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years, 3% of American seniors in high
The only way to help save the future
school have failed to achieve competency
from foreign competition is to start with
in basic science.
our nation's children.
Why, you may ask? What is so
Still, I wonder if it is enough. In
wrong with the system that The United
2002, the University of Illinois took 1 ih
States is falling far behind its foreign com
�l ce _ in an_ international science compe
petition?
tition in which it has usually ranked
Several theories have taken hold
much higher, according to Craig Bar
among educators and scientists in the U.
rett's article, "Sputnik, Races, and the
S. According to July 20's World News
State of US Education." A pristine Chi
Digest, "some educators faulted the fed
nese university took home the win con
eral No Child Left Behind law of 2001 for
tinuing a streak that as become al too
requiring passing scores on annual tests
real for Americans. I worry that the
in reading and math" ("Scie�ce Test").
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The Evolution of Darwinism
(Co11ti1111C'dfim11 pnge 3)

chaeopteryx simply is not evidence of a

together by what are called nexin linkers.

link between reptiles and birds and the

Each microtubule then has a motor pro

bottom line is that there isn't anything in

tein called dynein. The dynein then at

the fossil record that serves as significant taches to one microtubule that has an arm
evidence of Darwinism.
I was stunned to see so many
objections to Darwin's theory of evolu

that reaches over to push another one
down. So the two rods (microtubules)
start to slide. As they slide, the nexin

tion from the science community. I had

linkers get stretched. As the dynein

always believed that

On the Origin of

pushes farther, it starts to bend the appa

Species was accepted among all scien

ratus and push it the other way, bending

tists who had the credibility to call them it back. This is how we get the rowing

77ic b('a111if11/ arclweopteryx seem to resemble a
hnlf-bird. half-reptile
.

•

It turns out, though, that the

ar

chaeoptr!1�vx is really a bird. There are

many differences between birds and rep
tiles, including their breeding systems,
bone stmctures, their distribution of weight
and muscles, as well as their lungs. The
archaeopte1yx is clearly a bird and not part

bird and part reptile. Even though the

ar

chaeopte1yx was distinguished to be a bird,

this did not dismiss it as evidence towards
Darwinism. However, Darwin's theory as

sumed

that birds came from reptiles by de

scent. Since the

archaeopteryx did not fit

the link between reptiles and birds, Darwin
ists have looked into the fossil record to
examine bone structures of reptiles that
look similar to birds. It turns out that they
find the most reptile skeletal structures that
are most bird-like millions of years after
the archaeopte1yx! So we have the

archae

opte1yx, which is claimed undeniably to be

a bird, and yet it fails to support Darwin
ism. And then the fossils that look most
like reptilian ancestors of birds come mil
lions of years later in the fossil record. Not
only is there still a missing link in the fossil
record, but Darwin's tree is upside down.
Paleontologists also agree that the

archae

opte1yx is not even an ancestor to modem

birds. A paleontologist from the University
of Kansas by the name of Larry Martin said
that.the

"archaeopteryx is not an ancestor

of any modem birds; instead, it's a member
of a totally extinct group of birds." The

ar-

selves scientists. After taking a look at

motion of the cilia. So the rods, linkers,

the objections to what some have said is

and motors are all necessary for cilia to

the strongest evidence for Darwinism, I

function the way they do. Meaning you

wondered how Darwinism stood deeper

only get the motion of the cilium when

in life's phenomenon: on the molecular

you have all the parts together - other

level. Darwin said in

wise the system fails. Nobody can ex

Species,

On the Origin of

"If it could be demonstrated that plain how this could have developed

any complex organ existed which could

gradually over time. Scientists have also

not possibly have been formed by nu

discovered that the proteins within cells

merous, successive, slight modifications,

don't function alone, but together. I'm

my theory would absolutely break

not saying it's impossible, but there is no

down." Could it be possible that com

solid evidence to how this could have

plex biological systems could be ex

been formed from numerous, successive,

plained through naturalistic evolution?

slight modifications.

Without a doubt there is a lot of
evidence in biochemistry and the com

Another fascinating biological
machine is the flagellum. The flagellum

plexity of molecular machines that defy

works like a propeller. Its propeller is

Darwin's theory of evolution. There was

whiplike and long, and is made out of

a thought that maybe incredibly complex protein. The propeller is then hooked by
systems could have developed over time

protein to a drive shaft, which allows the

on the premise that the components of

propeller and drive shaft to rotate without

the system could have had other fi.mc

a problem. The propeller of the flagellum

tions that natural selection preserved. As

is pretty efficient and can spin up to ten

scientists researched deeper, many came

thousand revolutions per minute.

to the conclusion that that wasn't possi
ble. Take for example the moving cil
ium. Cilia are hairs that are on the sur
face of the cell that move fluidly across
the cell's surface to get rid of mucus or
foreign objects that are accidentally in
haled. Another function that the cilium
has is that that it is used to move the cell
through fluids in the body exactly how a
sperm cell moves. It turns out though
that cilia are much more complex than
we thought. A cilium is made up of
about two hundred protein parts and the
cilia itself is a machine with different

• Flagellum Diagram•

parts. A cilium has nine pairs of micro
tubules, which are long flexible, thin
rods. The outer microtubules are linked

(Continued on page 7)
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The Evolution of Darwinism
lt can also stop spinning within one turn

Some will even go further to say

physics, chemistry, biology, astron

and instantly spin the other way so that the

that biochemistry is evidence ofintelligent

omy, and further disciplines. The only

cell can get to food, light, or wherever it

design and that these complex biological

thing I can say now is that science
will continue to go forward in the

needs to go. About thirty proteins are

systems are all fingerprints ofthe designer.

needed to create a flagellum that functions.

I will let you decide on that one, but I

If you take out one of those protein parts,

Dr. Michael J. Behe puts it best by saying,

and excited to see what it will tell us
about the world we live in.

think

you have a system that fails. It isn't the

"There are no detailed Darwinian accounts

case that if one protein part is missing, then

for the evolution of any fundamental bio

the propeller rotates at a slower speed or

chemical or cellular system, only a variety

something; it just simply does not work at

of wishful speculations."

all. There really isn't any way that I can see
this bi ol ogical machine being a product of

After reading about the evidence
like I had just witnessed the knockout blow

through slight modifications. The system

in title boxing match, but this time it was

either works, or it does not.

biochemistry and Darwinism I was

ICO

EVOI.IJilON

shocked to see so many objections from

block to Darwinism is the formation of

science to Darwinism. However, at the

blood clots. If your blood does not clot in

same time I wasn't surprised because I

the right place, at the right amount, and at

know that there have been many advances

the right time, you would die from a paper

in science since the time ofthe steamboat.

cut.

Sources used for research:

in biochemistry against Darwinism, I felt

natural selection and gradually developing

A fi n al example ofa stumbling

centuries to come, and I am anxious

SCIENCE

OR

MYTH?

If a blood clot forms in the wrong place Although there is a lot of evidence against

like the lungs or the brain, then you will

Darwin's theory I must admit that there are

die. If a blood clot forms that does not

many highly educated scientists who will

cover the entire cut, then you will die.

call themselves Darwinists. I do believe

Blood clots work as a complex system just

that there is a lot oftruth to the evolution of

like many things in biochemistry. Just like

life. Micro evolution is certain, and natural

the flagellum propeller, ifthe entire system

selection is a fact. We know that population

is not there, the system doesn't work. Clus

swill evolve due to their environments;

ters of protein components have to come

however, is there evidence to say that natu

Icons OfEvolution,

Jonathan

Wells

ral selection is responsible for developing

into place all at once for the system to

work efficiently. It couldn't be possible

•

for

complex biological systems or that it can be

th.is to have developed gradually. I can't

possible for natural selection to tum the

help to laugh a little because even if some

first cell into the vast categories oflife of

how this system could occur from a devel

life we find today? I

opmental process, I just fail to see how nu

there is a lot that I do not know. There is a

think not. However,

merous, successive, slight modifications

lot that science can not tell us about the

could occur within the time that an animal

many phenomenon's oflife. What is true

is bleeding to death. Ifthat were possible, it about science though is that it is not truth

would be more ofa quantum leap than a

but, instead, the quest for truth. Science is

gradual developmental process.

the ability to better understand the world

Biochemistry presents a huge stumbling

we live in today. It was once believed that

block to Darwinism Even evolutionary bi

heat (energy) was an element and it actu

olo gis t Andrew Pomiankowski said, "Pick

ally once had a place in the periodic table

up any biochemistry textbook, and you will

ofelements. As concrete as science seems,

find perhaps two or three references to evo

it has drastically changed throughout his

.

lution. Turn to one ofthese and you will be

tory. I believe that the evidence against

lucky to find anything better than evolution

Darwinism will lead biology into a new

selects the fittest molecules for their bio

direction. I have always believed that sci

logical function." The bottom line is that

ence prevails when trying to explain how

complex biological systems have yet to be

our world works through

explained through naturalistic means.

•

The Case For A Creator,

Strobel

Lee
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2007 Summe r and Fa ll Course Sche dule s
Summer2007
The following Honors courses
will be offered

in the summer

History 261 (The 1
Civil War), taught by llrof.
Tom DePalma; Mondays
and Wednes�ys, 1: 10 p. J .�
m. to 3 :45 p.m.
Honors

'

•

Honors Psychology

101.,

taught by Prof. Charlie

Tuesdays and·
Thursdays, 1: I 0 p.m. to.

Johnston;

3:45 p.m.
•

These courses will be offered as Honors sections in the fall of

2007.

. of2007:
•

Fall 2007
We do not yet know dates and times:

•Literature

210

(Introduction to Shakespeare), with Professor

Jessica Walsh
•Geology 101, with Professor Paul Sipiera

101, with Professor Jeff Przybylo
101, with Professor Kurt Neumann
• Chemistry 121, with Professor Andy Kidwell
•Political Science 101, with Professor Bobby Summers
•Psychology 225, with Professor Charles Johnston
•Humanities 105 (the "Honors Colloquium"), instructor to
•Speech

•English

be

announced
• "The Challenger" (IDS

290),

with Professor Andrew Wilson

(this course can hold a maximum of four students)

HUMIHS1?'105
(the "Honors Collo

Honors

quium"), taught byPiof.

Padgett; Tuesdays
and Thursdays, 10:30 a.m.
to 1 :05 p.m.
�·
Chris

Honors Program Announcements
Honors Society Discussions:
Discussions take place in room L329, 3:30 to 5:00 p.m, each Wed. afternoon. All are welcome to atiend.

Editor's Note
A

Publication of the

William

Rainey

College Honors

Harper

Program

Novembers
The Hisfory of Abortion in the United States; specjalguest:'nt: Kate
SunderQnic�, M.D., ChiefResident of Pediatrics at. Loyola University
Medical Center
.
NovemberlS

Immigration, IDegal Immigration, and Bi- Lingual Education; FacultY

Editor: Chris Garbarz
Contributing Editors : Jessica Sandacz

Guest: Jennifer Bell, from Harper's AE/LS DiVisiop.

·
.

Kelsey Bartsch
Demessa Jackson
Faculty Advisor: Andrew Wilson
Honors Program Coordinator: Andrew
Wilson

Phone: 847.925.6791
E-mail: Awilson@harpercollege.edu

WE'RE

ON

THE WEB!

http://www.harpercollege.edu/
cluborgs/honors

November22

Thanksgiving Guitar Concert; Faculty Guest/Performer: Steve
Vasquez (free pizza and soda!)
November29
Is There Such a Thing as White Privilege? Faculty Guests: Kris'Con:°'
roy and Laura LaBauve-Maher
December6

"Mainstreaming Homosexuality''; Faculty Guest: Jessica Walsh: :lfom
Harper's English Depadment
··

.

.

·

